Abstract. While there is a great deal of sophistication in modern cryptology, simple (and simplistic) explanations of cryptography remain useful and perhaps necessary. Many of the explanations are informal; others are embodied in formal methods, particularly in formal methods for the analysis of security protocols. This note (intended to accompany a talk at the Crypto 2000 conference) describes some of those explanations. It focuses on simple models of attacks, pointing to partial justifications of these models.
Polite Adversaries
Some of the simplest explanations of cryptography rely on analogies with physical objects, such as safes, locks, and sealed envelopes. These explanations are certainly simplistic. Nevertheless, and in spite of the sophistication of modern cryptology, these and other simplifications can be helpful when used appropriately. The simplifications range from informal metaphors to rigorous abstract models, and include frequent omissions of detail and conceptual conflations (e.g., [28] ). They commonly appear in descriptions of systems that employ cryptography, in characterizations of attackers, and correspondingly in statements of security properties. They are sometimes deceptive and dangerous. However, certain simplifications can be justified:
-on pragmatic grounds, when the simplifications enable reasoning (even automated reasoning) that leads to better understanding of systems, yielding increased confidence in some cases and the discovery of weaknesses in others;
-on theoretical grounds, when the simplifications do not hide security flaws (for example, when it can be proved that a simple attacker is as powerful as an arbitrary one).
In particular, in the design and study of security protocols, it is typical to adopt models that entail sensible but substantial simplifying restrictions on attackers. (See for example [13] and most of the references below.) In these models, an adversary may perform the same operations as other principals. For example, all principals, including the adversary, may be allowed to send and receive messages. If the protocol relies explicitly on cryptography, all principals may be allowed to perform cryptographic operations; thus, the adversary may generate keys, encrypt, decrypt, sign, verify signatures, and hash. In addition, the adversary may have some capabilities not shared by other principals, for example intercepting messages. On the other hand, the adversary may be subject to limitations that tend to make it like other principals, for example:
-it sends messages of only certain forms (e.g., [6, 18] ), -its actions are in a certain order (e.g., [10, 17] ), -it behaves "semi-honestly", that is, it follows the protocol properly but keeps records of all its intermediate computations (e.g., [14] ).
Although an actual attacker need not obey them, such conditions are sometimes sound and often convenient. An even stronger simplification is implicit in these models, namely that the adversary politely respects the constraints and abstractions built into the models. In effect, the adversary does not operate at a lower-level of abstraction than other principals.
-If other principals treat encrypted messages as indivisible units, and only process them by applying decryption operations, the adversary may proceed in the same way. Since those messages are actually bitstrings, many other transformations are possible on them. The adversary will not apply those transformations.
-Similarly, the adversary may generate keys and nonces in stylized ways, like other principals, but may not use arbitrary calculations on bitstrings for this purpose. We may even reason as though all principals obtained keys and nonces from a central entity that can guarantee their distinctness (like an object allocator in a programming language run-time system).
-More radically, the adversary may create and use secure communication channels only through a high-level interface, without touching the cryptographic implementation of these channels.
-Even detailed, concrete models often miss features that could conceivably be helpful for an actual attacker (real-time delays, power consumptions, temperature variations, perhaps others).
In support of such restrictions, we may sometimes be able to argue that operating at a lower-level of abstraction does not permit more successful attacks. In other words, security against polite adversaries that use a limited, high-level suite of operations should imply security against adversaries that use a broader, lowerlevel vocabulary (e.g., [1] ). For instance, the adversary should gain nothing by using the lower-level vocabulary in trying to guess the keys of other principals, since those keys should be strong. (The next section says a little more about these arguments.) A complementary justification is that the restrictions make it easier to reason about protocols, and that in practice this reasoning remains fruitful because the restrictions do not hide many important subtleties and attacks.
From Politeness to Formality
With varying degrees of explicitness, many of these simplifications have been embodied in symbolic algorithms, proof systems, and other formal methods for the analysis of security protocols (e.g., [4, 9, 11-13, 16, 19, 21, 23, 25, 27, 29, 31] ). The power of the formal methods is largely due to these simplifications. In these methods, keys, nonces, and other fresh quantities are typically not defined as ordinary bitstrings. They may even be given a separate type. While all bitstrings can be enumerated by starting from 0 and adding 1 successively, such an enumeration need not cover keys and nonces. Moreover, an adversary that may non-deterministically choose any bitstring may be unable to pick particular keys or nonces. Keys and nonces are introduced by other means, for example by quantification ("for every key K such that the adversary does not have or invent K . . . ") or by a construct for generating new data ("let K be a new key in . . . "). The former approach is common in logical methods (e.g., [29] ); the latter, in those based on process calculi such as the pi calculus [26] (e.g., [4, 11] ). They both support the separation of keys and nonces from ordinary data.
This separation is an extremely convenient stroke of simplism. Without this separation, it is hard to guarantee that the adversary does not guess keys. At best, we may expect such a guarantee against an adversary of reasonable computational power and only probabilistically. With the separation, we may prevent the adversary from guessing keys without imposing restrictions on the adversary's power to compute on bitstrings, and without mention of computational complexities or probabilities (cf. [7, 15, 32] ).
Accordingly, keys and cryptographic operations are manipulated through symbolic rules. These rules do not expose the details of the definitions of cryptographic operations. They reflect only essential properties, for example that decryption can undo encryption. This property is easy to express through an equation, such as d(e(K, x), K) = x. The treatment of other properties is sometimes more delicate. For example, suppose that the symbol f represent a one-way function. The one-wayness of f may be modeled, implicitly, by the absence of any sequence of operations that an adversary can use to recover the expression x from the expression f (x).
The set of rules is extensible. For example, it is often possible to incorporate special properties of particular cryptographic functions, such as the commutation of two exponentiations with the same modulus. The awareness of such extensions is quite old-it appears already in Merritt's dissertation [24, page 60] . Nevertheless, we still seem to lack a method for deciding whether a given set of rules captures "enough" properties of an underlying cryptosystem.
More broadly, even if these formal methods are consistent and useful, their account of cryptography is (deliberately) partial; it may not even be always sound. The simplifications undoubtedly imply inaccuracies, perhaps mistakes. Thus, we may wonder whether the separation of keys and nonces from ordinary data does not have any unintended consequences. (In the Argumentum Ornithologicum [8] , the difference of a fresh quantity from particular integers leads to the conclusion that God exists.) Some recent research efforts provide limited but rigorous justifications for abstract treatments of cryptography [2, 3, 5, 22, 30] (see also [20] ). They establish relations between:
-secure channels, secure message transmission, and other high-level notions, -formal accounts of cryptography, of the kind discussed in this section, and -lower-level accounts of cryptography, based on standard concepts of computation on bitstrings (rather than ad hoc concepts of computation on symbolic expressions).
In particular, a formal treatment of encryption is sound with respect to a lowerlevel computational model [5] . The formal treatment is small but fairly typical: simplistic and symbolic. In the computational model, on the other hand, all keys and other cryptographic data are bitstrings, and adversaries have access to the rich, low-level vocabulary of algorithms on bitstrings. Despite these additional capabilities of the adversaries, the assertions that can be proved formally are also valid in the computational model, not absolutely but with high probability and against adversaries of reasonable computational power (under moderate, meaningful hypotheses). Thus, at least in this case, we obtain a computational foundation for the tame, convenient adversaries of the formal world.
